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Answer all the following: 
Multiple choice questions: 
1) In _____ systems priority of each task is fixed relative to other tasks.                 [         ] 

 a) Dynamic priority  b) Fixed priority  c) both   d) none. 

2) The test conducted for the purpose of validating a given system is ______. [         ] 

 a) Validation test  b) Schedulability test  c) Verification test    d) none. 

3) ______ mapping is a natural mapping.     [         ] 

 a) uniform       b) sequential     c) linear    d) none 

4) A pair of task T1 and T2 are simply periodic if their respective periods p1 & p2 are such 

that p2 is a _____of p1.        [        ] 

 a) multiple    b) divisor     c) power      d) none. 

5) Each period which begins at the release time of a job with the peak execution time is 

called a ________.       [         ] 

              a) Peak frame     b) Normal frame      c) Initial frame      d) none  

6) In _______ mapping there are more system priority levels at the higher-priority end 

of the assigned priority range.       [         ] 

 a) uniform  b) constant ratio  c) sequential   d) none. 

7) A task is in _______ form if every later subtask has a higher priority than its 

immediate predecessor subtask.       [         ] 

 a) canonical  b) constant ratio  c) schedulable    d) none. 

8) Two jobs conflict if the resources they require are of the ______ type. [         ] 

 a) same       b) different     c) related    d) none 

9) A _____protocol is a set of rules that govern how jobs are scheduled. [        ] 

 a) resource access control  b) access control   c) scheduling      d) none. 

10) The _______of a subtask is a chain of one or more contiguous subtasks. [         ] 

              a) frame block    b) interference block      c) schedulable block     d) none  

11) A higher-priority job Jh is said to be ______ by a lower-priority job Jl when Jl  holds 

some resource which Jh requests and is not allocated.   [         ] 

 a) blocked       b) directly blocked     c) partially blocked    d) none 

12) The vertex of a wait-for-graph contains ______.    [        ] 

 a) resources  b) jobs   c) dependencies   d) none. 

13) A Critical section that is not included in other critical sections is called ____. [         ] 

              a)public critical section  b) outermost critical section  c) both   d) none  
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Answer all the following: 
Multiple choice questions: 
1) In _____ systems priority of each task is fixed relative to other tasks.                 [         ] 

 a) Dynamic priority  b) Fixed priority  c) both   d) none. 

2) The test conducted for the purpose of validating a given system is ______. [         ] 

 a) Validation test  b) Schedulability test  c) Verification test    d) none. 

3) ______ mapping is a natural mapping.     [         ] 

 a) uniform       b) sequential     c) linear    d) none 

4) A pair of task T1 and T2 are simply periodic if their respective periods p1 & p2 are such 

that p2 is a _____of p1.        [        ] 

 a) multiple    b) divisor     c) power      d) none. 

5) Each period which begins at the release time of a job with the peak execution time is 

called a ________.       [         ] 

              a) Peak frame     b) Normal frame      c) Initial frame      d) none  

6) In _______ mapping there are more system priority levels at the higher-priority end 

of the assigned priority range.       [         ] 

 a) uniform  b) constant ratio  c) sequential   d) none. 

7) A task is in _______ form if every later subtask has a higher priority than its 

immediate predecessor subtask.       [         ] 

 a) canonical  b) constant ratio  c) schedulable    d) none. 

8) Two jobs conflict if the resources they require are of the ______ type. [         ] 

 a) same       b) different     c) related    d) none 

9) A _____protocol is a set of rules that govern how jobs are scheduled. [        ] 

 a) resource access control  b) access control   c) scheduling      d) none. 

10) The _______of a subtask is a chain of one or more contiguous subtasks. [         ] 

              a) frame block    b) interference block      c) schedulable block     d) none  

11) A higher-priority job Jh is said to be ______ by a lower-priority job Jl when Jl  holds 

some resource which Jh requests and is not allocated.   [         ] 

 a) blocked       b) directly blocked     c) partially blocked    d) none 

12) The vertex of a wait-for-graph contains ______.    [        ] 

 a) resources  b) jobs   c) dependencies   d) none. 

13) A Critical section that is not included in other critical sections is called ____. [         ] 

              a)public critical section  b) outermost critical section  c) both   d) none  
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14) Two jobs _______ for a resource when one job requests a resource that the other 

job already has.        [        ] 

 a) conflict  b) contend   c) both   d) none. 

15) The priority that is assigned to a job according to the scheduling algorithm is its 

        ______.                       [         ] 

              a)initial priority  b) assigned priority  c) final priority   d) none  

 

Fill in the blanks: 

16)An algorithm is ___________ if it produces only correct schedules of the system. 

17) A task that behaves more or less like a periodic task and is created for the purpose 

of executing aperiodic jobs is called _______. 

18) The periodic server is __________ whenever the aperiodic job queue is nonempty. 

19) A _______________ is the simplest of bandwidth preserving servers. 

20) A sporadic server that claims the background time is a ________________. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14) Two jobs _______ for a resource when one job requests a resource that the other 

job already has.        [        ] 

 a) conflict  b) contend   c) both   d) none. 

15) The priority that is assigned to a job according to the scheduling algorithm is its 

        ______.                       [         ] 

              a)initial priority  b) assigned priority  c) final priority   d) none  

 

Fill in the blanks: 

16)An algorithm is ___________ if it produces only correct schedules of the system. 

17) A task that behaves more or less like a periodic task and is created for the purpose 

of executing aperiodic jobs is called _______. 

18) The periodic server is __________ whenever the aperiodic job queue is nonempty. 

19) A _______________ is the simplest of bandwidth preserving servers. 

20) A sporadic server that claims the background time is a ________________. 
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Answer all the following: 
Multiple choice questions: 
1) The periodic server is ___whenever the aperiodic job queue is nonempty. [         ] 

 a) not schedulable  b) backlogged  c) discarded   d) none. 

2) A Critical section that is not included in other critical sections is called____. [         ] 

 a) public critical section  b) outermost critical section  c) both    d) none. 

3) A ______ is the simplest of bandwidth preserving servers.   [         ] 

 a) sporadic    b) background     c) deferrable    d) none 

4) Two jobs _______ for a resource when one job requests a resource that the other 

job already has.         [        ] 

 a) conflict    b) contend     c) both      d) none. 

5) A task is in _______ form if every later subtask has a higher priority than its 

immediate predecessor subtask.      [         ] 

              a) canonical     b) schedulable      c) constant ratio     d) none  

6) An algorithm is ________ if it produces only correct schedules of the system. [         ] 

 a) schedulable  b) correct  c) critically schedulable   d) none. 

7) A higher-priority job Jh is said to be ______ by a lower-priority job Jl when Jl  holds 

some resource which Jh requests and is not allocated.   [         ] 

 a) blocked  b) directly blocked  c) partially blocked    d) none. 

8) A sporadic server that claims the background time a _______server.  [         ] 

 a) aperiodic     b) background     c) backlogged    d) none 

9) The priority that is assigned to a job according to the scheduling algorithm  

is its ______priority.       [        ] 

 a) initial   b) assigned   c) final      d) none. 

10) ______ mapping is a natural mapping.     [         ] 

              a) uniform    b) linear      c) sequential     d) none  

11) Each period which begins at the release time of a job with the peak execution time 

is called______.        [         ] 

 a) peak frame   b) normal frame   c) initial frame    d) none 

12) A _____protocol is a set of rules that govern how jobs are scheduled [        ] 

 a) resource access control  b) access control   c) scheduling   d) none. 

13) A task that behaves more or less like a periodic task and is created for the purpose 

of executing aperiodic jobs is called a __. [         ] 

              a)aperiodic server  b) periodic server  c) sporadic server   d) none  
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Answer all the following: 
Multiple choice questions: 
1) The periodic server is ___whenever the aperiodic job queue is nonempty. [         ] 

 a) not schedulable  b) backlogged  c) discarded   d) none. 

2) A Critical section that is not included in other critical sections is called____. [         ] 

 a) public critical section  b) outermost critical section  c) both    d) none. 

3) A ______ is the simplest of bandwidth preserving servers.   [         ] 

 a) sporadic    b) background     c) deferrable    d) none 

4) Two jobs _______ for a resource when one job requests a resource that the other 

job already has.         [        ] 

 a) conflict    b) contend     c) both      d) none. 

5) A task is in _______ form if every later subtask has a higher priority than its 

immediate predecessor subtask.      [         ] 

              a) canonical     b) schedulable      c) constant ratio     d) none  

6) An algorithm is ________ if it produces only correct schedules of the system. [         ] 

 a) schedulable  b) correct  c) critically schedulable   d) none. 

7) A higher-priority job Jh is said to be ______ by a lower-priority job Jl when Jl  holds 

some resource which Jh requests and is not allocated.   [         ] 

 a) blocked  b) directly blocked  c) partially blocked    d) none. 

8) A sporadic server that claims the background time a _______server.  [         ] 

 a) aperiodic     b) background     c) backlogged    d) none 

9) The priority that is assigned to a job according to the scheduling algorithm  

is its ______priority.       [        ] 

 a) initial   b) assigned   c) final      d) none. 

10) ______ mapping is a natural mapping.     [         ] 

              a) uniform    b) linear      c) sequential     d) none  

11) Each period which begins at the release time of a job with the peak execution time 

is called______.        [         ] 

 a) peak frame   b) normal frame   c) initial frame    d) none 

12) A _____protocol is a set of rules that govern how jobs are scheduled [        ] 

 a) resource access control  b) access control   c) scheduling   d) none. 

13) A task that behaves more or less like a periodic task and is created for the purpose 

of executing aperiodic jobs is called a __. [         ] 

              a)aperiodic server  b) periodic server  c) sporadic server   d) none  
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14) The test conducted for the purpose of validating a given system______. [        ] 

 a) validation test  b) schedulability test   c) verification test   d) none. 

15) The _______of a subtask is a chain of one or more contiguous subtasks.        [         ] 

              a) frame block  b) interference block  c) schedulable block   d) none  

 

Fill in the blanks: 

16) In _____ systems priority of each task is fixed relative to other tasks. 

17) The vertex of a wait-for-graph contains ________. 

18) Two jobs conflict if the resources they require are of the ______ type. 

19) In _______ mapping there are more system priority levels at the higher-priority 

end of the assigned priority range. 

20) A pair of task T1 and T2 are simply periodic if their respective periods p1 & p2 are 

such that p2 is a _______ of p1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14) The test conducted for the purpose of validating a given system______. [        ] 

 a) validation test  b) schedulability test   c) verification test   d) none. 

15) The _______of a subtask is a chain of one or more contiguous subtasks.        [         ] 

              a) frame block  b) interference block  c) schedulable block   d) none  

 

Fill in the blanks: 

16) In _____ systems priority of each task is fixed relative to other tasks. 

17) The vertex of a wait-for-graph contains ________. 

18) Two jobs conflict if the resources they require are of the ______ type. 

19) In _______ mapping there are more system priority levels at the higher-priority 

end of the assigned priority range. 

20) A pair of task T1 and T2 are simply periodic if their respective periods p1 & p2 are 

such that p2 is a _______ of p1. 
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Answer all the following: 
Multiple choice questions: 
1) A pair of task T1 and T2 are simply periodic if their respective periods p1 & p2 are such 

that p2 is a _______ of p1.                      [         ] 

 a) multiple  b) divisor  c) power   d) none. 

2) Each period which begins at the release time of a job with the peak execution time is 

called a _____.        [         ] 

 a) peak frame  b) normal frame  c) initial frame    d) none. 

3) In _______ mapping there are more system priority levels at the higher-priority end 

of the assigned priority range.      [         ] 

 a) uniform       b) constant ratio     c) sequential    d) none 

4) The _______of a subtask is a chain of one or more contiguous subtasks. [        ] 

 a) frame block    b) interference block     c) schedulable block     d) none. 

5) A higher-priority job Jh is said to be ______ by a lower-priority job Jl when Jl  holds 

some resource which Jh requests and is not allocated.   [         ] 

              a) blocked     b) directly blocked      c) partially blocked      d) none  

6) The vertex of a wait-for-graph contains _______.    [         ] 

 a) resources   b) jobs  c) dependencies   d) none. 

7) A Critical section that is not included in other critical sections is called ____. [         ] 

 a) public critical section  b) outermost critical section  c) both    d) none. 

8) Two jobs _______ for a resource when one job requests a resource that the other 

job already has.        [         ] 

 a) conflict       b) contend     c) both    d) none 

9) The priority that is assigned to a job according to the scheduling algorithm is its 

______.         [        ] 

 a) initial priority  b) assigned priority   c) final priority      d) none. 

10) In _____ systems priority of each task is fixed relative to other tasks. [         ] 

              a) dynamic priority    b) fixed priority      c) both     d) none  

11) The test conducted for the purpose of validating a given system _______. [         ] 

 a) validation test  b)schedulability test   c) verification test    d) none 

12) ______ mapping is a natural mapping.     [        ] 

 a) uniform  b) linear   c) sequential   d) none. 

13) Two jobs conflict if the resources they require are of the ______ type [         ] 

              a) same  b) different  c) related   d) none  
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Answer all the following: 
Multiple choice questions: 
1) A pair of task T1 and T2 are simply periodic if their respective periods p1 & p2 are such 

that p2 is a _______ of p1.                      [         ] 

 a) multiple  b) divisor  c) power   d) none. 

2) Each period which begins at the release time of a job with the peak execution time is 

called a _____.        [         ] 

 a) peak frame  b) normal frame  c) initial frame    d) none. 

3) In _______ mapping there are more system priority levels at the higher-priority end 

of the assigned priority range.      [         ] 

 a) uniform       b) constant ratio     c) sequential    d) none 

4) The _______of a subtask is a chain of one or more contiguous subtasks. [        ] 

 a) frame block    b) interference block     c) schedulable block     d) none. 

5) A higher-priority job Jh is said to be ______ by a lower-priority job Jl when Jl  holds 

some resource which Jh requests and is not allocated.   [         ] 

              a) blocked     b) directly blocked      c) partially blocked      d) none  

6) The vertex of a wait-for-graph contains _______.    [         ] 

 a) resources   b) jobs  c) dependencies   d) none. 

7) A Critical section that is not included in other critical sections is called ____. [         ] 

 a) public critical section  b) outermost critical section  c) both    d) none. 

8) Two jobs _______ for a resource when one job requests a resource that the other 

job already has.        [         ] 

 a) conflict       b) contend     c) both    d) none 

9) The priority that is assigned to a job according to the scheduling algorithm is its 

______.         [        ] 

 a) initial priority  b) assigned priority   c) final priority      d) none. 

10) In _____ systems priority of each task is fixed relative to other tasks. [         ] 

              a) dynamic priority    b) fixed priority      c) both     d) none  

11) The test conducted for the purpose of validating a given system _______. [         ] 

 a) validation test  b)schedulability test   c) verification test    d) none 

12) ______ mapping is a natural mapping.     [        ] 

 a) uniform  b) linear   c) sequential   d) none. 

13) Two jobs conflict if the resources they require are of the ______ type [         ] 

              a) same  b) different  c) related   d) none 
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14) A task is in _______ form if every later subtask has a higher priority than its 

immediate predecessor subtask.      [        ] 

 a) canonical  b) constant ratio   c) schedulable   d) none. 

15) A _____protocol is a set of rules that govern how jobs are scheduled.  [         ] 

              a)resource access control  b) access control  c) schedulablility   d) none  

 

Fill in the blanks: 

16) The time instant at which the server’s budget is replenished is called_________. 

17) _________server preserves unconsumed chunks of budget whenever possible and 

replenishes the consumed chunks as soon as possible. 

18) A scheduler is _______ in the interval (t1, t2 ) if the normalized services attained by 

all servers that are backlogged during the interval differ by no more than the fairness 

threshold. 

19) According to the two-level scheme, each application is executed by a _________. 

20) A system of independent, preemptable sporadic jobs is schedulable according to  

the EDF algorithm if the total density of active jobs in the system is no greater than _ 

_____ at all times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14) A task is in _______ form if every later subtask has a higher priority than its 

immediate predecessor subtask.      [        ] 

 a) canonical  b) constant ratio   c) schedulable   d) none. 

15) A _____protocol is a set of rules that govern how jobs are scheduled.  [         ] 

              a)resource access control  b) access control  c) schedulablility   d) none  

 

Fill in the blanks: 

16) The time instant at which the server’s budget is replenished is called_________. 

17) _________server preserves unconsumed chunks of budget whenever possible and 

replenishes the consumed chunks as soon as possible. 

18) A scheduler is _______ in the interval (t1, t2 ) if the normalized services attained by 

all servers that are backlogged during the interval differ by no more than the fairness 

threshold. 

19) According to the two-level scheme, each application is executed by a _________. 

20) A system of independent, preemptable sporadic jobs is schedulable according to  

the EDF algorithm if the total density of active jobs in the system is no greater than _ 

_____ at all times. 
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Answer all the following: 
Multiple choice questions: 
1) The priority that is set to a job according to scheduling algorithm is its ____  [         ] 

 a) initial priority  b) assigned priority  c) final priority   d) none. 

2) ______ mapping is a natural mapping.     [         ] 

 a) uniform  b) linear  c) sequential    d) none. 

3) The test conducted for the purpose of validating a given system is_______.    [         ] 

 a) validation test  b) schedulability test     c) verification test    d) none 

4) The _______of a subtask is a chain of one or more contiguous subtasks. [        ] 

 a) frame block    b)interference block     c) schedulable block     d) none 

5) A Critical section that is not included in other critical sections is called ____.  [         ] 

              a) public critical section  b) outermost critical section  c) both      d) none  

6) A ________ is the simplest of bandwidth preserving servers.  [         ] 

 a) sporadic  b) background  c) deferrable   d) aperiodic 

7) The periodic server is _____ whenever the aperiodic job queue is nonempty.  [         ] 

 a) not schedulable  b) backlogged  c) discarded    d) none. 

8) Each period which begins at the release time of a job with the peak execution time is 

called a _____.        [         ] 

 a) peak frame       b) normal frame     c) initial frame    d) none 

9) A _____protocol is a set of rules that govern how jobs are scheduled. [        ] 

 a) resource access control  b) access control   c) scheduling      d) none. 

10) A task that behaves more or less like a periodic task and is created for the purpose 

of executing aperiodic jobs is called a ______.    [         ] 

              a) aperiodic server    b) periodic server   c) sporadic server     d) none  

11) A sporadic server that claims the background time a _____________server. [         ] 

 a) aperiodic       b) background    c) backlogged    d) none 

12) An algorithm is ____ if it produces only correct schedules of the system. [        ] 

 a) schedulable   b) correct   c) critically schedulable  d) none 

13) A higher-priority job Jh is said to be ______ by a lower-priority job Jl when Jl  holds 

some resource which Jh requests and is not allocated.   [         ] 

              a) blocked   b) directly blocked  c) partially blocked   d) none  
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Answer all the following: 
Multiple choice questions: 
1) The priority that is set to a job according to scheduling algorithm is its ____  [         ] 

 a) initial priority  b) assigned priority  c) final priority   d) none. 

2) ______ mapping is a natural mapping.     [         ] 

 a) uniform  b) linear  c) sequential    d) none. 

3) The test conducted for the purpose of validating a given system is_______.    [         ] 

 a) validation test  b) schedulability test     c) verification test    d) none 

4) The _______of a subtask is a chain of one or more contiguous subtasks. [        ] 

 a) frame block    b)interference block     c) schedulable block     d) none 

5) A Critical section that is not included in other critical sections is called ____.  [         ] 

              a) public critical section  b) outermost critical section  c) both      d) none  

6) A ________ is the simplest of bandwidth preserving servers.  [         ] 

 a) sporadic  b) background  c) deferrable   d) aperiodic 

7) The periodic server is _____ whenever the aperiodic job queue is nonempty.  [         ] 

 a) not schedulable  b) backlogged  c) discarded    d) none. 

8) Each period which begins at the release time of a job with the peak execution time is 

called a _____.        [         ] 

 a) peak frame       b) normal frame     c) initial frame    d) none 

9) A _____protocol is a set of rules that govern how jobs are scheduled. [        ] 

 a) resource access control  b) access control   c) scheduling      d) none. 

10) A task that behaves more or less like a periodic task and is created for the purpose 

of executing aperiodic jobs is called a ______.    [         ] 

              a) aperiodic server    b) periodic server   c) sporadic server     d) none  

11) A sporadic server that claims the background time a _____________server. [         ] 

 a) aperiodic       b) background    c) backlogged    d) none 

12) An algorithm is ____ if it produces only correct schedules of the system. [        ] 

 a) schedulable   b) correct   c) critically schedulable  d) none 

13) A higher-priority job Jh is said to be ______ by a lower-priority job Jl when Jl  holds 

some resource which Jh requests and is not allocated.   [         ] 

              a) blocked   b) directly blocked  c) partially blocked   d) none  
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14) Two jobs _______ for a resource when one job requests a resource that the other 

job already has.        [        ] 

 a) conflict  b) contend   c) both   d) none. 

15) A task is in _______ form if every later subtask has a higher priority than its 

immediate predecessor subtask.                     [         ] 

              a) canonnical  b) constant ratio  c) schedulable   d) none  

 

Fill in the blanks: 

16) A scheduler is _______ in the interval (t1, t2 ) if the normalized services attained by 

all servers that are backlogged during the interval differ by no more than the fairness 

threshold.  

17) Two jobs conflict if the resources they require are of the ______ type. 

18) In ________ systems priority of each task is not fixed relative to other tasks. 

19) _________server preserves unconsumed chunks of budget whenever possible and 

replenishes the consumed chunks as soon as possible.  

20) The vertex of a wait-for-graph contains _________. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14) Two jobs _______ for a resource when one job requests a resource that the other 

job already has.        [        ] 

 a) conflict  b) contend   c) both   d) none. 

15) A task is in _______ form if every later subtask has a higher priority than its 

immediate predecessor subtask.                     [         ] 

              a) canonnical  b) constant ratio  c) schedulable   d) none  

 

Fill in the blanks: 

16) A scheduler is _______ in the interval (t1, t2 ) if the normalized services attained by 

all servers that are backlogged during the interval differ by no more than the fairness 

threshold.  

17) Two jobs conflict if the resources they require are of the ______ type. 

18) In ________ systems priority of each task is not fixed relative to other tasks. 

19) _________server preserves unconsumed chunks of budget whenever possible and 

replenishes the consumed chunks as soon as possible.  

20) The vertex of a wait-for-graph contains _________. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


